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How to have effective small groups
by Michael Felder

What makes churches' small group ministries effective? Consider the following five qualities
that can make all the difference in your small group, whether you meet in a classroom or in a
family room.

1. Are Intentional, Rather Than Free Form
Some churches offer Sunday School classes or home groups with a simple desire to attract
and retain as many people as possible in the small group ministry, losing sight of the
importance of format or results. They offer groups without a clear purpose, intent, or
leadership.

Intentional classes and groups concern themselves with format and results. In fact, many
classes and groups could be defined as open groups. Open groups are defined as a specific,
intentional ministry strategy rather than being defined by location, meeting day, or program.
So, based on this criteria, are all classes and small groups open groups? It depends on the
church's intent and the group's execution of that intent.

Churches can and should create groups and classes for a variety of reasons. Some groups
function as ministry teams, fellowship groups, discipleship studies, or open groups as
described above. Whether your group or class meets in a home or in a church, on Sunday or
any other day, it can cease functioning as an open group through neglect or choice. Choose
to be intentional about the purpose and direction of that group.

2. Are Led, Rather Than Autonomous
In free form class and group ministries, anything goes. Such ministries do not require approval
of leaders by the church, initial and ongoing training, accountability, reporting, or curriculum
control. Many churches follow this "anything goes" model. However, effective ministries are
led. Church leaders give direction, select and train leaders, and hold leaders accountable for
results.

Many small group and class leaders today seem autonomous. They select their own
curriculum, ignore training, and aren't held accountable when the class or group refuses to
multiply and fails to produce leaders. Without being assertive, how can church leaders know
the group leaders, know what the classes are doing, and know what is being taught? Choose
to lead.

3. Have Apprentice Leaders, Rather Than Enlisted Novices
Many churches throw novice leaders into new groups and classes without adequate
preparation. Other churches train apprentices who observe experienced leaders, learn
through assignments, and practice leading a Bible study. Choose to enlist and train
apprentices rather than placing novices in leadership positions.

4. Work Toward Multiplication, Rather Than Addition
Home groups choose to multiply rather than adding to existing groups. It is also
recommended that Sunday School classes train apprentices for the timely creation of new
classes (multiplication) rather than adding to existing classes.

It isn't always easy to get teachers, leaders, and members to embrace ministry multiplication
rather than adding to the attendance of an existing class or group. Many see a well-attended
class or group as a success. Lead out by redefining success as classes or groups that send out
leaders and multiply to reach more adults.
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5. Choose Leadership Over Location
If you lead in Sunday School, choose quality. Lead your class or Sunday School to improve on
the qualities above rather than move off-campus. You would find it more difficult to lead
your ministry toward these qualities if you moved off-campus. Why? You face greater
challenges in communication, guiding and training leaders, helping groups multiply in a
timely manner, and the development of apprentices.

If you lead in a home-based small group ministry, choose quality. Which of the five choices
for quality do you need to lead out in first? Think of all the challenges. Now add to these
challenges the complications of moving into a Sunday School setting. Yes, you gain in
communication, monitoring of groups and apprentices, convenience and proximity to
worship services and child care; but you face space limitations and your group may be less
open relationally. Also, the lost moves from being your next-door neighbor to someone you
go to and try to bring into an unfamiliar setting.

Changing locations will not fix your ministry. Intentional leadership and working toward
quality will. Lead out in a renewal of vision and intentional ministry action. What you do
through a ministry is more important than the location, name, and format!
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